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TransformationTransformation

•It’s constant
•It’s universal
•It’s right here, 

right now!
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Child Welfare Transformation 2005
– A strategic plan for a flexible, 

sustainable and outcome oriented 
service delivery model

Context for Change in Child 
Welfare

Context for Change in Child 
Welfare
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Vision for Child Welfare Vision for Child Welfare 

Ontario’s children and youth will be:
· Safe from harm
· Healthy and active
· Ready to learn at all ages
· Valued, involved and responsible
· Economically secure
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Child Welfare SecretariatChild Welfare Secretariat
• To achieve this vision and improve outcomes, the 

ministry will build a new system that fosters 
healthy development for children and youth in 
the context of their families and communities. 
– Belief that early intervention will reduce the need for 

more intrusive and costly public services later and will 
lead to better outcomes for children and youth.

– While continuing to provide services that address the 
immediate and critical needs of children and youth 
today, the ministry will increasingly focus on 
prevention, early detection and intervention.
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• Child Welfare Secretariat
– Expanded intervention options:

1. A more flexible intake and assessment model
2. A court processes strategy to reduce delays and 

encourage alternatives to court
3. A broader range of placement options to support more 

effective permanency planning.

– New service and policy planning mechanisms in four 
areas:
• A rationalized and streamlined accountability framework
• A sustainable and strategic funding model
• A single information system
• A provincial child welfare research capacity.

Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare

Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare
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Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare

Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare

• Child Welfare Secretariat

– Multi-year Funding Approach
• New Child Welfare Funding Model

– Very different from previous Framework
– Funding Factors replaces previous benchmarks (fewer than half of

56 benchmarks)
» No more staffing and caseload standards

– System to be sustainable within available resources
– Flexibility for agencies to manage

– Children-in-Care & Permanency
– Differential Response, Kinship Care, Legal, Adoption Subsidies, 

Customary Care

– Wraparound, Family Conferencing, 
Admission prevention/Family 
Support, Talking Circles
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Child Welfare Secretariat:

– Multi-year Funding Approach Goals
• Enable policy directions and service reforms recommended by 

Secretariat
• Outcome focused
• Research based
• Promote shared services & integration of business processes for 

cost efficiency
• Incorporate appropriate financial management controls, 

monitoring & reporting

– Unit Costs
• Ministry is beginning to look at:

– Average cost of each Intake services, average cost per family 
service case

– Average cost of human resources, finance etc.

Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare

Strategies for Change in Child 
Welfare
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Your Hopes & ExpectationsYour Hopes & Expectations

Introduction
– What would be the one most 

important change for you as an HR 
Leader in Child Welfare?

– What is the #1 obstacle to this 
change?
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• Timing – other things are happening at 
the same time e.g. moving under one 
roof

• Keeping staff up to date in a timely 
fashion; not last people to find out 
about things

• Bringing the senior staff in agencies on 
side; come together & build business 
practices across the province

• Implementation of province wide SIS

• Communication & stress management• Staying clear about the change & what it 
means; understanding how it will impact 
on different units & departments

• Communication • Impact on staff & how HR can help staff 
manage change

• Facilitating change in current frame of 
reference for management & other staff

• Defining new skill sets & work structures

• Time • Keeping one step ahead of the change & 
being thoughtful of operational change 
to manage it

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• People buy-in; why are we changing? 
How can we sustain it? Stress for staff & 
supervisors

• Advocating for cultural change; 
understand what it means; promoting it 
so staff understand it

• Time & giving them permission to meet 
and discuss the issues & develop

• Making sure HR is providing supports to 
managers & supervisors so they can 
provide support

• Have trained people in ORAM; don’t 
have memory of previous approaches; 
potential issue for retention

• Need to change the manner in which the 
work is done at the front end; Risk 
assessment model caused us to answer 
phone differently e.g. swung too far 
(bureaucratic recorders?)

• Timing & time in terms of 
implementation

• Defining new skill sets in terms of 
recruitment strategies in HR as well as 
agency

• Communication – to have clear 
objectives & goals & communicate it in 
a timely way

• Anxiety with the staff as we go into new 
philosophy; can we use some of the 
existing staff

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• Time & resources• Balancing the general HR work that 
needs to be done with managing change;  
some things may have to be put on the 
back burner

• Funding factor information is ‘fuzzy’; 
which parts will stay; renegotiation 
regarding where we place our priorities

• Rational process for determining 
reasonable staffing levels in all agencies

• how we effectively communicate in a 
timely manner

• Impact on staff

• collective agreements can slow it down; 
get there eventually; getting buy-in 
from the unions

• Dealing with the union re structural 
changes; 

• Lack of complete information at this 
point in terms of what it will look like

• Develop of a timely & effective training 
program

• Not having the technology to free up 
the time; increase in HR to focus on 
strategic initiatives

• In order to be a strategic HR leader, 
need to move from transactional HR 
status

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• Time & money to make the changes; HR 
needs to be supported to manage the 
change

• SIS – HRIMS – change in HR processes 
needs support

• Gaining acceptance & trust from staff• Maintaining consistency; policies & 
procedures; new HR Department; gaining 
acceptance & trust

• Culture change takes a long time; needs 
to be a lot of heavy duty, high level 
sustained leadership over a long period 
of time; every element of the 
organization will be involved; co-
ordinating the changes will be a 
challenge

• Opportunity in getting back to social 
work values; culture change

• Politics; different policies & 
procedures; unions; change resistance

• Shared services

• Staff anxiety & HR resources necessary 
to support front-line managers in 
addressing anxiety

• Way in which service will be provided; 
maintenance of a positive work 
environment

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• Impact on staff; anxiety; getting staff 
to buy into wellness; skepticism; 
building trust

• Still trying to work through 
amalgamation & move to new building; 
another amalgamation; new HR 
Department;getting managers to 
understand there is an HR department 
now

• Human nature; cannot be rushed; time 
required to shift & move whole 
organization –like moving the “Queen 
Mary”

• Culture change takes a long time; HR is 
at a place to provide support of 
developing systemic things that will 
support change; e.g. models for decision 
making; increase resiliency & flexibility 
to deal with ongoing change

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Changes for HRChanges for HR

• So focused on serving children takes a 
toll on well-being on staff; limited 
resources; low priority

• Recognition that well-being & safety of 
staff is most important

• Getting them to understand; need to 
educate on what we can do & get their 
support

• What our role in the 
change/transformational process; how 
can we help the directing minds support 
us in this whole change process

• Communication & developing strategies• Middle management group is the 
cornerstone in managing change; HR 
needs to support & assist this group in 
rolling out the change; strategies 
needed; some changes in leadership

• Ability to process & time; give people a 
chance to think & reflect; everyone is 
very rushed

• Maintaining healthy workplace during 
times of change; keeping commitment 
alive as to why people are here; 
articulate it for people coming into 
system; avoid the ‘cynicism’

ObstacleMost important Change for HR
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Goals of WorkshopGoals of Workshop
• By the end of this workshop 

you should:
Have an understanding of the 
context for change in child 
welfare
Have a clearer understanding of 
various change models & 
processes
Be able to identify effective 
ways of reacting to the human 
side of change
Accurately recognize roles &
effective behaviour in leading 
your CAS through change
Appreciate the relevance of the 
change models & be able to 
apply them to your HR Role
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The Road Map  for Change 
Management Workshop

The Road Map  for Change 
Management Workshop

Today
– Taking Stock of Change

– Transforming HR in Child Welfare

– Human side of Change

– Tools of Change
Follow-up Day

– Leading & Communicating Change

– Framework for Action Planning

Today
– Taking Stock of Change

– Transforming HR in Child Welfare

– Human side of Change

– Tools of Change
Follow-up Day

– Leading & Communicating Change

– Framework for Action Planning
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Session 1Session 1

Taking Stock of Change

19

Session 1:
Taking Stock of Change

Session 1:
Taking Stock of Change

Today’s  Realities:
– Why Change ? 
– Change to What?
– How to Change

HR Leadership Perspective 
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Why Change?Why Change?

21

“The best way to 
predict the future is 
to design it.”

“The best way to 
predict the future is 
to design it.”

“Organizations fail 
to create the future, 
not because they 
fail to predict it, 
but, because they 
fail to imagine it”

“Organizations fail 
to create the future, 
not because they 
fail to predict it, 
but, because they 
fail to imagine it”

Alan Kay
(fathered the personal computer)

Alan Kay
(fathered the personal computer)
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A person’s mind, once 
stretched by a new idea, 
never regains its original 
dimensions.

Oliver Wendell Homes

A person’s mind, once 
stretched by a new idea, 
never regains its original 
dimensions.

Oliver Wendell Homes
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“It is not necessary 
to change.  Survival 
is not mandatory.”

W. Edwards Deming
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The Change Challenge The Change Challenge 

“It’s not the strongest of the 
species, who survive, nor the 
most intelligent, but the ones 
most responsive to change”

Charles Darwin

“It’s not the strongest of the 
species, who survive, nor the 
most intelligent, but the ones 
most responsive to change”

Charles Darwin
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What is Change?What is Change?

• “Change is the continuous process of aligning an 
organization with its marketplace”

• Change means doing things differently
– Doing things in a new way
– Following a new path
– Adopting new technology
– Reorganizing

Industrial Management
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Speed of ChangeSpeed of Change

No. of years for adoption by 25% of North 
American population:

Electricity

Car

Phone

TV

PC

Cell Phone

Web

# of YEARS

46

44

35

26

15

13

<7

27

Gary HamelGary Hamel

“The gap between 
what can be 
imagined & what 
can be 
accomplished has 
never been 
smaller”

“Leading the Revolution”“Leading the Revolution”
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INNOVATION…
a creative idea that has been 
successfully implemented to 
produce new or improved 
products, processes and 
service 

INNOVATION…
a creative idea that has been 
successfully implemented to 
produce new or improved 
products, processes and 
service 

Province of Ontario  Framework for Action 2002
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Obstacles to InnovationObstacles to Innovation

Because innovations often 
disrupt well-established 
plans, accepted power 
patterns, and entrenched 
organizational behaviour, 
organizational cultures 
that are not change-ready 
do not welcome 
innovations.

Because innovations often 
disrupt well-established 
plans, accepted power 
patterns, and entrenched 
organizational behaviour, 
organizational cultures 
that are not change-ready 
do not welcome 
innovations.

Conference Board of Canada
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Capacity for ChangeCapacity for Change

ifOnly... whatif?

31

The Context for Child Welfare Change:The Context for Child Welfare Change:

Shared Services & Integration of Business Processes

Sustainable Funding with Existing Resources

Outcome Focus/Research Based/Accountability/Mediation

Demographics & Skills
Differential Response, Permanency Planning, Kinship Care, 

CIC, Legal, Adoption
Increasing Use of Technology

Child Welfare

Changing Expectations/Admission Prevention/Family Support/
Wraparound, Family Conferencing, Talking Circles 

Child Welfare Transformation Agenda

Single Information System

External 
pressures for 
change

Internal 
pressures for 
change
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The Context for Change at CASThe Context for Change at CAS

• Child welfare has undertaken many change 
processes in the past 20 years e.g.
– Examples of self imposed change at CCAS:

• Equity – 7-10 year initiative (very formal)
• Use of Technology

– Example of externally imposed change:
• Pay Equity
• Child Welfare Reform
• ORAM

33

Strategic Change InvolvesStrategic Change Involves

1. Preparation
2. Develop Action Plan
3. Implement the Plan
4. Sustain the Effort
5. Revise Action Plan

6. Communicate Results

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Preparation

a. Validate rationale for change

• Reaffirm problem to be solved, gap to be filled

• Vision of what it will look like when done

• Mission or purpose

• Negotiate to consensus

• Clarify agreement at mission level, if not at 
operational level

• PROVIDES GLUE & MOTIVATION

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Preparation
b. Environmental scan

• Identify stakeholders – internal/external

• How will change impact them?

• Identify:

• realistic threats/losses

• perceived threats/losses

• key allies & potential detractors

• roles of partners

• Role of community at large

• GATHER INFORMATION DIRECTLY FROM STAKEHOLDERS

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Preparation
c.Engage agency & community partners in the 

change
– Identify common areas of mission/purpose

– Identify where collaboration benefits all

– “investment” – not “buy-in”

– Normalize ambivalence – “show me” “tell me more”

– Lead from your strengths – see who steps forward & 
support their involvement

– CHARACTERIZES AN OPEN SYSTEM
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Preparation
d. Identify & develop leaders

– Solicit potential leaders at all levels of 
organization

– Transformation or Change Team

– Create work groups with legitimate authority & 
responsibility for a portion of the work

– Representative from all areas & levels

– Do not seek “input” – seek “involvement”

– Train leaders in relevant competencies of strategic 
planning, teamwork, conflict management & 
change
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Develop Action Plan
e. Assess strengths, needs, resources, barriers, risks, 

potential resistance
– Formalize process of data collection (quantitative & 

qualitative)
– Become fully informed re the above
– Use variety of methods to increase reliability & validity 

of information
– Face-to-face strategies (focus group, team meetings, 

personal interviews) can concurrently develop 
investment

– Who is likely to benefit, lose or be hurt?
– Build on strengths to minimize risks

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Develop Action Plan
f. Clarify & reaffirm change goals

– Large-scale system goals must be translated to 
agency, team & individual worker level 
– “ how will this benefit the children & families on 

your caseload?”

– Translate goals into our local language

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Develop Action Plan
g. Develop objectives (outcomes) & measures at 

provincial, agency, community, team & 
individual levels
– Measures must be meaningful
– Observable, concrete, quantifiable
– Partialize global, system-wide measures to create 

specific performance expectations at the team and 
job level

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A – ZStrategic Change A – Z

Develop Action Plan
h. Develop action steps to achieve objectives

– “Action Planning” - the most apropriate activities 
to achieve each identified objective (outcome) in 
the plan

– Include activities of all involved
– Identify who must co-ordinate with whom

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A- ZStrategic Change A- Z

Develop Action Plan
i. Break complex activities into steps –

“Partialize the Global”
– Allows proper staging & sequencing
– Easier to track completion
– Systematizes & organizes work – more directed
– Transparent – easier to see roadblocks
– Feels better to “check things off the list”

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A – ZStrategic Change A – Z

Develop Action Plan
j. Set reasonable time frames for task 

achievement
– We are often terrible at judging how long things 

will take
– Set intermediate deadlines, review often
– Be prepared to revise timetable
– If time frames are realistically insufficient, re-

assess priorities – actively choose what to leave 
undone

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Implement the Plan
k. Assign responsibility for work

– Self selection increases motivation & commitment 
to follow through

– Assure all participants have a role
– Assure all participants know how to do their part
– Tasks congruent with current work

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Implement the Plan
l. Allocate resources to achieve objectives

– Match available fiscal, staff, organizational & 
community resources are insufficient to achieve 
objectives

m. Identify resource gaps
– Determine where fiscal, staffing, organizational & 

community resources are insufficient to achieve 
objectives

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Implement the Plan
n. Increase resources, or revise priorities & time frames

– Re-allocate resources to high priority areas
– Seek or lobby for additional resources
– Choose what you will leave undone
– Depth or breadth – a conscious choice

o. Increase staff capacity to complete tasks
– Role of formal training, coaching, mentoring, & on-the-

job training
– Normalize the need to  learn about change, conflict
– Promote opportunities to increase skills

p. Implement action steps
– Systematically work to complete activities as outlined in 

the plan

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic ChangeStrategic Change

Sustain the Effort
q. Co-ordinate & monitor work

– Assign persons to overview & co-ordinate work activities 
of people working on common objectives

– Co-ordinate work of people working on different parts of 
plan to prevent overlap & duplication

r. Multiple concurrent agendas maximize impacts
– Each activity should achieve several over-riding purposes 

– engagement, strengthen relationships & investment, 
deepen assessment, identify barriers & resistance, team 
building conflict resolution, re-focus on mission, skill 
building etc.,

– Consciously decide what agendas each activity will 
address

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Sustain the Effort
s. Continual monitoring for unintended 

consequences – integrate into plan
– “expect” the “unexpected”
– Practice continual planning – have an arsenal of 

“back up plans”
– Avoid tunnel vision – monitor environments to 

identify where change has had unintended impacts
– Formally integrate unexpected changes into 

strategic planning & deal with them constructively

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic Change A - ZStrategic Change A - Z

Sustain the Effort
t. Check the temperature, & medicate as needed

– Remember the change paradigm – people can drop out 
overtly or covertly at any time

– What you don’t know CAN hurt you
– Provide continuous oportunity to re-surface resistance & 

move barriers

u. Re-engage & re-energize stragglers
– Change can be stressful, time consuming & wearing -

Acknowledge it
– Turn fence-sitters into allies & leaders

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic ChangeStrategic Change

Revise Action Plan
v. Periodically evaluate, re-assess, & revise 

plans/priorities
– A “plan on the shelf” does not promote effective 

change
– The best plans are continually used & updated
– Use hard data to assess activity completion & 

outcomes
– Repriortize activities as needed
– Finish things – don’t leave them partially done

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic ChangeStrategic Change

Revise Action Plan
w. Identify & celebrate success, refocus on lack 

of success
– Small steps are important gains – notice & reward 

them
– Remember to acknowledge hard work, regardless of 

outcome – do it publicly & privately
– Focus efforts on correcting areas of deficiency – use 

the “genius” of the group to address difficult & 
thorny problem areas

– Success is not final – failure is not fatal!

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic ChangeStrategic Change

Communicate results
x. Provide regular feedback to stakeholders

– Keep internal & external constituents in the loop –
interested, involved, invested

– Make all staff responsible for communication 
– Provide feedback to all plan participants on their 

progress
– Use strategic planning results & outcomes to improve 

community perception of agency & build community 
support

– Build on success to generate resources
– Communicate revisions of priorities in response to lack of 

resources 
– Use data to document your case

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Strategic ChangeStrategic Change

Communicate results
y. Remain an open system

– Invite critique (especially when it is constructive & 
well-intended)

– Be comfortable examining your own faults
– You can learn valuable lessons from your detractors
– Recognize when you feel like “hunkering” & 

“shutting down” & seek out your support systems 
instead

– Defend yourself, but don’t be defensive

z. Take it from the top…..

Judith S. Rycus, Institute for Human ServicesJudith S. Rycus, Institute for Human Services
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Significant ChallengesSignificant Challenges

Significant challenges facing public sector leaders
Resources

– budget constraints, fewer people/ more work, 
attracting/retaining talent

Managing change
– pace, new governance models, reorganization, adoption of 

business practices

Managing expectations
– public, Clients, gaining public trust

Public perceptions
– politicization, negative public attitudes, trust, 

transparency, credibility

Commonwealth Association of Public Administration & Management

55

CAPAM Survey 2004
Issues For The Next 5 Years

CAPAM Survey 2004
Issues For The Next 5 Years

• Managing change (globalization issues and facing up to declining
trust)

• Modernising HRM (including diversity and HIV/AIDS issues)

• Ethics, Values and Integrity in Public Service (transparency, 
avoiding waste and corruption)

• Integrated Citizen-focused Service Delivery (whole of government 
etc)

• Management of ICT (Information Communications Technology)

• Performance Management

• Other – leadership, legal frameworks, regulatory reform and 
environment sustainability

Commonwealth Association of Public Administration & Management
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Leadership Challenges
Dynamics of the Public Sector Change Agenda in Canada

Leadership Challenges
Dynamics of the Public Sector Change Agenda in Canada

Pressures on Gov’t Leadership Issues

Fiscal Pressures
Rethinking policy

and program delivery

Leading strategic change

Citizen-centred service

Public accountability  reporting
New performance measurement

Leadership development
Learning and innovation

Globalization

Public Attitudes

New technology

Demographics & 
Staff Morale

External labour Markets

Public Leadership Agenda

Rethinking & 
Reshaping Gov’t

Repositioning Organizations 
& Managing Change

Redesigning & Improving 
Service Delivery

Reframing Systems of 
Performance & Accountability

Revitalizing HR Capacity & 
Organizational Performance
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Evolution of Public Sector Reform Evolution of Public Sector Reform 

Administering

1945 - 1972

• Year to year 
spending

• Ad hoc Cabinet 
Committees

• Public expectations 
constant

• Growth of the 
bureaucracy

• Job titles reflect 
“officer role”

• Committee on 
Government 
Productivity

• Ministries reduced 
• Policy and 

Priorities Board 
established

• Management Board 
created

• Results-based 
management

• Business Planning
• ICT Strategy
• Shared Services 

Bureau (Enterprise-
wide Support 
Services)

• Project 
Management

• Horizontal 
collaboration/partner
ships

• Building 
policy/capacity/know
ledge management

• Outside-In 
• Client service 

standards
• Customized services

Managing

1972 - 1995 1995 - 1999 2000 - Future

Leading /
Transformation

Leading 
Collaboration
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Evolution of HR Reform in CanadaEvolution of HR Reform in Canada

Administering

1945 - 1972

• Personnel 
Administration

• Year to year 
spending

• Job Descriptions
• Payroll 

administration
• Transaction focused
• Customer 

expectations 
constant

• Growth of the 
bureaucracy

• Job titles reflect 
“officer role”

• Regulatory

• Human Resource 
Management

• Policy & Priorities
• Corporate standards
• Efficiency
• Results-based 

management
• Annual Work Plan
• Consistency
• Introduction of 

Equity/Diversity

• HR 
Service/Planning

• Focus on Customer
• HR Consultants
• HR - Change agent
• Strategic Planning
• Initiating Change
• Information 

Communications 
Technology

• Sharing of 
information

• Effectiveness
• Outcomes
• Project Management
• Quality Assurance

• Value Added
• Building 

policy/capacity/know
ledge management

• Horizontal 
collaboration

• Partnerships
• Outside-In 
• Customer service 

standards
• Customized services
• Wellness Culture
• Work & Family 

Balance

Managing

1972 - 1995 1995 - 1999 2000 - Future

Leading /
Transformation

Leading 
Collaboration
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Better Change!Better Change!

• Is integral to and focussed on your organization’s strategy
• Leads to high performance and results
• Is fueled by the brightest and most creative of your people
• Is supported by empowered and motivated employees
• Is guided by balanced performance measures
• Is institutionalized in a culture that values continuous 

improvement

Better Change
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Charting a New Leadership PathCharting a New Leadership Path

“To gain political support, taxpayer support, and Client 
support, government leaders are going to be asked to lead, not 
follow; to change the status quo, not accept it; to be proactive, 
not reactive; to control systems, not focus only on rules and 
regulations; to be leaders, not administrators; to be innovative,
not complacent; to work in teams, rather than individually on 
tasks; and to initiate change, rather than criticize it”.

Jerry W. Koehler
Transformational Leadership in Government (1997)

“To gain political support, taxpayer support, and Client 
support, government leaders are going to be asked to lead, not 
follow; to change the status quo, not accept it; to be proactive, 
not reactive; to control systems, not focus only on rules and 
regulations; to be leaders, not administrators; to be innovative,
not complacent; to work in teams, rather than individually on 
tasks; and to initiate change, rather than criticize it”.

Jerry W. Koehler
Transformational Leadership in Government (1997)

(applies to HR Leadership Role)

61

Developing a Human Resource 
Strategy

Developing a Human Resource 
Strategy

• “Strategic planning is defined as the 
process by which an organization envisions 
its future & develops strategies, goals, 
objectives, & action plans to achieve the 
future”

• “An HR strategy is a comprehensive plan
of the relationship between overall 
corporate strategy & the HR management 
component of that strategy”

Ultimate HR Manual - HRPAOUltimate HR Manual - HRPAO
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Developing a Human Resource 
Strategy

Developing a Human Resource 
Strategy

• Typical HR strategic plan includes:
– Ensuring that the HR management function supports the 

achievement of business objectives;
– Promoting a working environment & culture that meets 

the objectives of the HR & corporate plan;
– Advancing personal & career development for all 

employees so that they can reach their potential & 
contribute to the achievement of the strategic 
objectives; and

– Strengthening & extending the collaborative process, & 
other consultative, participative, & communications 
process across the organization

Ultimate HR Manual - HRPAOUltimate HR Manual - HRPAO
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective

• Questions to consider (group work)
– Implications for HR Leadership

• What do we do well as HR Leaders in child 
welfare?

• What needs to change?
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective
What do we do well as HR Leaders 
in child welfare?

– Recruitment
– Labour relations
– Administrative tasks – job 

descriptions, policy development 
etc.

– Mediation
– Conflict mediation
– Available for Q & As, support
– Grievance resolution
– “People first”
– Advocates
– Recognize staff (long term 

service etc.

– Structures, policies, 
procedures

– Consulting,training, 
coaching, mentoring

– Networking among HR 
professionals & sharing 
information

– Embracing innovation & 
new ideas

– HR Planning
– Shapes & influence 

culture
– Equity - advocacy
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective
What do we do well as HR 
Leaders in child welfare?

– Emphasize the “Human” in HR
– See the big picture
– Link together practices from 

different programs
– Responsive
– Bring experience & knowledge
– Do a lot with little resources
– Collaborate & share knowledge
– Very adaptable/flexible

– Pro-active
– Respond to changes, 

budget, legislation etc.
– Mentor other HR 

leaders
– Very open with sharing 

information that will 
be helpful

– Confidential 
– Embrace technology
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective
What do we do well as HR Leaders 
in child welfare?

– Communicators
– Network well & share 

information
– Good understanding of people
– Run recruiting processes well
– Administrivia
– Facilitate & train
– Bring in the right people at the 

right time in the right jobs
– Integrity
– We do the right things
– Tight rope walkers/mediators
– Problem solving
– training

– Build & maintain relationships
– Development of relevant papers 

on key topics ie. Succession 
planning

– Collaborative information 
sharing at inter agency 
committee

– Use of HR Forum (OACAS 
website)

– Supportive during previous 
transformation process

– HR group continually evolving & 
continuous learning

– Educates/ keeps staff current
– Responds to systems’ needs ie. 

Staffing changes
– Use best practices to ensure we 

recruit qualified staff
– Responsive to internal concerns
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective
• What needs to change?

– More involvement/input of smaller agencies
– More leadership role with Eds/ OACAS
– More acceptance of need for the HR Role 
– Technology – HRIS development
– Change in way existing technology is used ie. E-mail
– Empower managers with knowledge & skills necessary to 

manage staff
– Development of consistent practices
– Increased value of HR to the organization

• In the boardroom & at the executive table
– Understand all nature of the business

• Job shadowing including service & finance 
– Increased & more effective communication
– Evolve from transactional to transformation
– Develop a leadership model
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HR Leadership PerspectiveHR Leadership Perspective
• What needs to change?

– Leadership development
– Improve work life balance
– Integration of HR plan in corporate plan
– Diversity
– Take an overt/assertive leadership role
– Facilitate a more consistent approach
– Continue to develop best practice applications
– Improve overall wellness in agencies
– Having a voice, influence, being at senior management table
– Building trust & communication
– HR as communicators involvement in how messages are conveyed
– Easier access to HR information
– Increased focus on wellness
– Work/home/family balance (including ourselves)
– Effective use of technology
– Increased support network & info sharing
– Consistent practices amongst CASs
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Are We Change Ready?Are We Change Ready?

•Definite need for change to 
do what we want to achieve
•As HR practioners we are 
ready & willing, but the 
agency may not be at the 
same place
•Very experienced & used to 
change; we may 
underestimate how ready we 
are for change
•People are primary 
therefore, when change is 
happening in an organization, 
focus should be on people
•Quite experienced in living 
with change; not so sure if we 
are ready to lead change

•Don’t have a consistency in 
the practice among the 
agencies
•Change brings growth & 
learning; need to recognize 
this; are people coming first?
•Depends what the change is….; 
where is it coming from ; 
depends who initiating change
•As HR professionals, have 
facilitated low level changes; 
ready for strategic change
•Opportunity to bring a positive 
profile to HR
•Today’s workshop attendance 
demonstrates we are interested 
& our bosses are supportive
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Session 2Session 2

Role of HR Leadership in Child 
Welfare Transformation

71

Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

1. What is a customer/client centred HR service?

2. Attributes of a customer/client centred HR service

3. Measuring customers’/clients’ needs and perceptions  

4. What are the core elements of an integrated 
customer/client centred HR service?

5. Sharing /benchmarking capabilities
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Putting the Customer/Client FirstPutting the Customer/Client First

Ensuring that the 
Change/Innovation 
delivers distinctive 
services

73

Think differently  about the roles of government

Think differently about the service users

Harness technology

Create synergy between public & private sector

Think differently about administrative services

Think differently about staff

Change values & attitudes

*Current Good Practices and New Developments in Public Service Management

Changing the Focus of Public ServiceChanging the Focus of Public Service
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Customer/Client-Centred HR ServicesCustomer/Client-Centred HR Services

“Organizers who build 
from the “outside in” use 
the views & needs of 
customers to shape their 
insights & relations”

Gareth Morgan
Riding the Waves of Change

“Organizers who build 
from the “outside in” use 
the views & needs of 
customers to shape their 
insights & relations”

Gareth Morgan
Riding the Waves of Change

HR Services from 
the Outside In

75

Definition of
Customer Relationship Management

Definition of
Customer Relationship Management

A capability that allows organizations to 
dramatically improve its relationship with its 
Customers/Clients through re-organizing 
services around Customer/Client intentions.

It allows agencies to create 
an integrated view of the 
Customer/Client and use this 
information to coordinate 
services across multiple 
channels.
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The Building Blocks of CRM

Client / 
Customer

Insight

Client /
Customer 
Offerings

Client /
Customer 

Interactions

Organization Performance

Networks

Know your 
Customers/Clients

Measure your
outcomes

Manage and share
your knowledge

77

Client Insight
Does HR understand the needs and expectations of their customers ?

Client Insight
Does HR understand the needs and expectations of their customers ?
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Five drivers of citizen satisfactionFive drivers of citizen satisfaction

Timeliness I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to get the 
service

Knowledge/ Staff were knowledgeable and competent
Competence

Extra mile/ Staff were friendly, courteous , went the extra mile
Extra smile

Fairness I was treated fairly

Outcome I got what I needed

The five drivers account for 69% of the variance in satisfaction ratings!

Canadian (National) Results

79

Universality of Public Service
Reform during the last 10 years

Governments undergoing fundamental reform

54

53

18

29

41

76

38

71

0 20 40 60 80 100

Privatize

Customer Service
Quality

Efficiency/Productivity

Reduce Deficits

Very Important Somewhat important

*International Institute of Administrative Services, 1997

Top 4 Drivers of Reform
Are you reforming?Are you reforming? Why?Why?
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Continuous Improvement ModelContinuous Improvement Model

• To be successful in a globally competitive 
market

– must deliver services that

• solve our clients’ problems and

• exceed their expectations

81

Continuous Improvement Model

• Must make a commitment to 
continuously look for ways 
to improve everything we do
in every part of our direct
services & corporate services

• Will ensure that the 
ultimate Client will receive 
quality service at 
competitive cost
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Continuous Improvement

• Everyone working together, 
every day to make 1000 
things 1% better, rather than 

– just 1 thing 1000% better

– in order to satisfy the needs of 
the client & the organization
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People - Service Focus

• Must see people we serve
as partners

• Must be committed to 
their success

• Need a People-Service Focus mentality
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Customer/Client Complaints

• 96% of unhappy clients never complain 
about rude or discourteous treatment

• 90%, or more, who are dissatisfied
with the service they receive will not  
come back

Research on customer complaintsResearch on customer complaints
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Customer/Client Complaints

• each of those unhappy 
clients will tell her story 
to at least 9 other people

• 13% of those unhappy former clients
will tell their stories to more than 20 
people

Research on customer complaintsResearch on customer complaints
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Customers

• What are the characteristics of a good 
customer?

87

Customers

• What are the characteristics of a good customer?
– Respectful
– Give feedback
– Listen
– Take our advice
– Seek service
– Open & honest
– Open to alternatives
– Not afraid to ask & articulate needs
– Motivated to find solutions
– No hidden agenda
– Done their homework
– Follow through with agreed solutions
– Advocate for the good service provider
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Customers

• What are the 
characteristics of a bad 
customer?

89

Customers

• What are the characteristics of a bad customer?
– Hidden agendas
– Reactive
– Disrespectful
– Demanding
– Non responsive
– Places blame on others
– Confrontational
– Unrealistic
– Dishonest
– Doesn’t tell the whole story
– Embellishes the whole story
– Shops around for the answer they want
– Shares feedback with everyone but you
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Provider of Service

• What are the 
characteristics of a good 
provider of service?
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Provider of Service

• What are the characteristics of a good provider of 
service?
– Integrity
– Listen to their customers
– Knowledgeable
– Confidential
– Understand the need of the customer
– Empathetic
– Passion for what they are doing
– Timely
– Available
– Problem solver
– Friendly
– Non judgmental
– Provide a good service
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Provider of Service

• What are the 
characteristics of 
a bad provider of 
service?
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Provider of Service
• What are the characteristics of a bad provider of 

service?
– Inefficient
– Unavailable
– Unethical
– Inaccurate
– Judgmental
– Condescending, patronizing
– Inconsistent
– Incompetent
– Looks to blame the customer
– No choices
– Poor listener
– Makes unrealistic commitments
– Lack of follow up or follow through
– Non responsive to e-mails/phone calls
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Provider of Service & Clients

• Must perceive the unit from 
which we receive a service 
as a provider of service

• As a client of this provider of service, we 
must expect & receive the same 
consideration as the organization’s outside 
clients

95

Service Value Chain

• External providers of service/suppliers

• Series of steps involving 

internal clients

• To provide services to the ultimate, or 
external client
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Service Value Chain

• Can help the organization 
satisfy the needs of its 
ultimate clients by

• Satisfying the needs of 
their own respective 
internal clients

How we treat each 
other/employees/foster 

caregivers/volunteers informs how we 
will treat clients

97

HR Functions at CCASHR Functions at CCAS

Equity
Performance Management
New Worker Training
Staff Training and Development
Harassment & Discrimination
HR Legislation

Employee & Labour Relations
Organizational Design and 
Development
Compensation
Benefits
Occupational Health and Safety
Recruitment & Staffing
Human Resource & Succession 
Planning

Volunteers & HR StaffVolunteers & HR Staff
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CCAS Human Resource ServicesCCAS Human Resource Services

99

Director, HRSDirector, HRS

HR Administrative 
Co-ordinator

HR Administrative 
Co-ordinator

HR Systems DeveloperHR Systems DeveloperHR Consultant –
Training & 

Development

HR Consultant –
Training & 

Development

HR Consultant –
Recruitment & Staffing

HR Consultant –
Recruitment & Staffing

HR Consultant –
Compensation & 

Benefits

HR Consultant –
Compensation & 

Benefits

HR Consultant -
Employee Relations

HR Consultant -
Employee Relations

HR AssistantsHR Assistants

Supervisor,
New Worker 

Training

Supervisor,
New Worker 

Training

Human Resource Services Team

Generalist/Specialist Model

Team Based Approach to HR ServiceTeam Based Approach to HR Service
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HR Customer Survey 2004

August 2004
– Online feedback survey sent to:

• All management staff
• All non management staff

– Bargaining unit
– Administrative support

– Participants were asked to assess the services 
provided over the past 2 years

– Rate the quality of services received 

– Scale of 1-4
» 1 – Dissatisfied
» 2 – Only Somewhat satisfied
» 3 – Satisfied
» 4 – Very Satisfied

Asking Management & Employees What They Need

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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HR Customer Survey Findings - 2004

Each area was subdivided 
according to

• Professionalism
• Confidentiality
• Timeliness
• Outcome of the Service

Asking Management/Employees What They Need

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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HR Customer Survey Findings – 2004
Management

HR Function Rating Performance Level

HR Administrative Staff 3.6 90% A+
HRIS 3.5 88% A
Staff Recognition 3.3 83% A
Harassment/Grievance 3.3 83% A
HR Consultant 3.2 80% A
Compensation 3.2 80% A
Benefits & Pension Consultation 3.2 80% A
Health & Safety 3.2 80% A
Ongoing Employee Issues 3.1 78% B+
Performance Management 3.1 78% B+
Communication with HR 3.1 78% B+
Training & Development 3.1 78% B+
New Worker Training Program 3.1 78% B+
Organizational Design & Dev 3.1 78% B+
Staffing 3 75% B
HR & Career Planning 3 75% B
Accessibility of HR Services 3 75% B
RTW/Accommodation 2.9 73% B

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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HR Customer Survey Findings – 2004
Non Management

HR Function Rating Performance Level

HR Administrative Staff 3.4 85% A
HRIS 3.4 85% A
HR Consultant 3.1 78% B+
New Worker Training Program 3.1 78% B+
Benefits & Pension Consultation 3.1 78% B+
Communication with HR 3 75% B
Accessibility of HR Services 3 75% B
RTW/Accommodation 2.9 73% B
Employee/Labour Relations 2.9 73% B
Training & Development 2.9 73% B
Health & Safety 2.9 73% B
Harassment/Grievance 2.8 70% B-
Staff Recognition 2.8 70% B-

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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Overall AveragesOverall Averages

Management

Union & Admin Staff

A Rating

B Rating 

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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What HR Customers Want

Timeliness

Less Red Tape

Clustered-Single
Window Service

SPEED

SEAMLESS

SIMPLE
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Innovations 
in Work 

Processes

Innovations 
in Work 

Processes

HRIS & HR Work Processes & 
Electronic Workflow System
HRIS & HR Work Processes & 
Electronic Workflow System
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Workload MeasurementWorkload Measurement

•HR Administrative and HR Consultant teams in 
the Human Resources Department conducted a 
review:

–All work processes were examined over a 2 year 
period 

• administrative processes, systems and services
• with the objective to identify ways to increase the 

effectiveness and efficiency of services to the department 
and its customers

109

HR Workload Measurement ToolHR Workload Measurement Tool
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HR Workload Measurement ToolHR Workload Measurement Tool

28.3%

25.4%16.9%

15.5%

8.3%
5.5%

0.1%
General Admin (28.3%)
Recruitment & Staffing (25.4%)
Training & Development (16.9%)
HR Systems (15.5%)
Employee Relations (8.3%)
Compensation & Benefits (5.5%)
Health & Safety (0.1%)

Percentage of Time on Admin Program Area
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Workload MeasurementWorkload Measurement

• As a result, the team designed, developed 
and implemented new and streamlined 
existing administrative processes
– A significant number of electronic processing, 

tracking and database systems have been 
designed and implemented.  

– Work assignments & structure has been 
reviewed and improved methods for ensuring 
effective coverage for all departmental areas 
have been established.
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HRIMS SYSTEM

• Main HRIMS Module
•Performance Development

•Training Management
• Resume & Recruitment Tracking

• HR Staff Bulletin Board
• HR Tracking

•Policies & Procedures
•Collective Agreement

•Strike Plan
•On-line Staff Surveys

• HR Attendance
•Police Checks
• Negotiations

•Trial Attendance

Staffing

Employee/
Labour 

Relations

Position 
Administration

Orientation/
Training 

& Development

Health 
& Safety

Performance 
Management

HR
Team

Payroll/
Attendance

Staff 
Recognition

Compensation/
Benefits

Service PlanReportingReference

HUMAN RESOURCE FUNCTIONS
& THE HRIMS SYSTEM

Represents HR Function Area

HR Function

indicates HRIS 
supporting role

113

CCAS HR DATABASES
& WORKFLOW

CCAS HR DATABASES
& WORKFLOW

Human Resource Systems
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CCAS HRIS Workflow CCAS HRIS Workflow 
Multi-component work processes
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Human Resource Document Workflow
System Activity for 2004

Human Resource Document Workflow
System Activity for 2004

Commencements

Employee Changes

Position Forms

Staff Requisitions

Total

0 500 1000 1500

2002
2003
2004

Documents Processed Electronically 2002-2004

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto

Outcome:  Over 1000% reduction in turnaround timeOutcome:  Over 1000% reduction in turnaround time
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116Instant Notification regarding all staff changes to appropriate staff

Human Resource Document Workflow
System Activity for 2004

Human Resource Document Workflow
System Activity for 2004

Workflow Memos 

IT Notifications

Electronic Copies Distributed

Total

0 1 2 3 4 5
Thousands

2002
2003
2004

Electronic Communication & Distribution from Workflow System

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of TorontoCatholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto
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• SSB unites 20 common business 
support services under the 
business of a single dedicated 
banner

• 70% of Fortune 500 companies 
have adopted Shared Services 
Strategies
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Shared Services Bureau

• Internal business support services 
were managed individually within 
each ministry

• Each ministry had its own 
administrative staff, policies, 
procedures and infrastructure

• A costly way of doing business 

Before (SSB)…..
WHY?

119

Shared Services Bureau

• Financial Processing

• Payroll & Benefits

• Purchasing

• Generic Training

• General Administration
(forms, fleet management, mail & print 

collections management, bulk purchase of energy, 
translation, risk management & insurance)

SSB Products

Payroll

Financial & PurchasingGeneral Administration
Training
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IM / KM Community

121

More of a Journey than a DestinationMore of a Journey than a Destination

FROM - Redundant. Inconsistent. 
Incompatible. Resource Intensive. 
Information Poor
• 22 ministries with their own admin/business 
services
• 5 different Financial systems
• Numerous HR systems
• Paper-based business transactions
• Centralized services with little customer focus
• Process Outputs
• Information Light

TO – Standardized. Efficient. 
Integrated. Cost-Effective. Customer-
Focused. Information Rich. 
• Single corporate financial system (ORACLE)
• Single corporate HR system (PEOPLESOFT)
• Online business transactions 
• Private sector service delivery model 
• Customer centred services
• Web enabled, portal assisted services
• Readiness for information rich
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Achieving Recognition for CCASAchieving Recognition for CCAS
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Ensuring Human Resource ExcellenceEnsuring Human Resource Excellence

– Social Services is part of the broader public 
sector

• Child welfare component of public sector
– Historically, no rationale approach to the sector
– Investment in professional HR support – more recent across the sector

– For past 20 years, CCAS has chosen to invest 
in a professional HR Service:

• To provide progressive leadership, strategic planning, equity & partnership
with senior management in developing strategies for ensuring a quality 
work place

• To deal with complaints of a large agency in a unionized environment
• The HR Team delivers professional value added human resource services in 

support of all staff in fulfilling the Society’s mission.
• They are confidential, innovative, accountable, responsive & accessible
• Work / Life Balance was one of the first areas identified by HR to improve the 

workplace
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Achieving Recognition for CCASAchieving Recognition for CCAS
Throughout the 90s CCAS was recognized for its leadership 
in transforming the organization into a service that is:

– Responsive, appropriate and credible with the community as a multi-
cultural and multi-racial service

– Through this process, the Society made a commitment to:
• be open
• actively involve staff in shaping and directing the change 

process and in decision making and policy setting
• recognize that staff, client, foster parent, adoptive parent 

and volunteer participation is essential and critical to the 
change process

• actively involve clients, community, foster parents, adoptive 
parents and volunteers in shaping and directing the change 
process and in decision making and policy setting.

– Resulted in a shift in the organizational culture to be more inclusive, 
and to recognize those areas in which services needed to be designed 
and delivered in a manner that reflects the values of the Society and 
the values and culture of the communities which it served
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Achieving Recognition for CCASAchieving Recognition for CCAS

1998
– Child Welfare League of America Award to CCAS

• “Striving for Cultural Competence”
– In recognition of the Society’s model of Equity (Diversity) and 

demonstrated commitment to the principles of:
– dignity, equality and social justice through its Equity Policy and 

practices

– Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies
• Accredited by the OACAS

– Received a 100% compliance rating for Human Resources 
standards and practices
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Achieving SuccessAchieving Success

MacLean’s Magazine

– CCAS named as one of Canada’s:
• Top 100 Employers – 2005
• Top 10 Employers for:

– Family Friendly Benefits
– Promoting Women
– Promoting Visible Minorities

Today’s Parent

– CCAS named as one of Canada’s:
• Top 10 Family Friendly Workplaces

CCAS - Canada’s Top 100 Employers - 2005
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Achieving SuccessAchieving Success

The book was published in November 2004 and the Society 
received the following ratings in 8 categories:

A+ Health, Financial & Family Benefits
A+ Vacation & Time Off
A+ Community Involvement

A Employee Communications
A Performance Management
A Training and Skills Development

B+ Physical Workplace
B+ Work Atmosphere & Social

CCAS - Canada’s Top 100 Employers - 2005
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Achieving SuccessAchieving Success

• CARP – Canada’s Association for the 50-Plus
– Named CCAS as one of 11 companies in Canada as 

Best Employers for 50-Plus Canadians
• “Because of its belief that a qualifed & stable workforce 

provides the highest quality of service, they have 
developed a workplace culture that supports its staff, & 
promotes learning & recognition, leading to one of the 
highest retention rates among CASs”

CCAS – Best Employer for 50-Plus Canadians - 2006
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Achieving SuccessAchieving Success
– Outcomes:

• While it has been a long journey to success, over time, it has 
become clear that the CCAS strategies are heading in the right 
direction!

– CCAS has a highly qualified, competent & stable work force
– Positive employee relations
– Recognition culture developing
– Lower turnover; higher retention
– Respectful workplace
– Harassment free environment
– Opportunities for professional growth & development
– Open communications

• The Society is committed to the challenge of:
– Developing strategies to reduce the number of extended sick 

leaves due to stress related illness
– Supporting Supervisors in creating & maintaining a

respectful workplace
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Session 3Session 3

The Human Side of Change –
Dealing with the People Issues
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Human Side of Change – Dealing 
with People Issues

Human Side of Change – Dealing 
with People Issues

• Questions - Elements of Human Side:
– What do employees expect from HR Leaders 

during times of change?
– What do managers expect from HR Leaders 

during times of change?
• Work in groups
• Provide feedback to total group
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Employees’ Expectations of HR 
Leaders During Change Process
Employees’ Expectations of HR 
Leaders During Change Process
– Advance notice of change
– Lot of personal concerns –

want information on a 
slew of things – how 
affected, skills expected 
etc.

– Rationale behind the 
change

– Tools for helping them 
adapt to change e.g. 
training, technology

– Choices

– Lots of Kleenex
– Questions to be answered
– Compassion
– Honesty
– Knowing that leaders are 

in control
– HR to advocate on behalf 

of employees
– Consultation
– Assurances – job security
– Timeframes
– To be involved in 

implementing the change
– Consistency 
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Managers’ Expectations of HR 
Leaders During Change Process
Managers’ Expectations of HR 
Leaders During Change Process

– Want to know before staff
– Assistance in implementing change
– Ear – someone to talk to
– To be included in processes
– Anticipate problems & have solutions
– Provide key messages to staff
– Training on managing change & overcoming 

resistance
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Session 3:
The Human Side of Change

Session 3:
The Human Side of Change

Empowering people:
– We see 
– We feel
– We Change

“People change what they do 
less because they are given 
analysis that shifts their 
thinking than because they are 
shown a truth that influences 
their feelings.”

Kotter ,The Heart of Change

“People change what they do 
less because they are given 
analysis that shifts their 
thinking than because they are 
shown a truth that influences 
their feelings.”

Kotter ,The Heart of Change
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Warren BennisWarren Bennis

Behaviour is directly correlated to 
perception. 

To change behaviour, shift 
perception.
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Challenges to Human Side of ChangeChallenges to Human Side of Change

• Inherent dislike
– (prefer comfort of familiar even if 

dysfunctional over anxiety of change)  
• Pace of change

– (Incremental vs traumatic)
• Incorrect focus
• Limited Resources
• Talk vs Realization
• Cynics

– (here we go again!)
John Kotter Heart of Change
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ACHIEVING CHANGE behaviourACHIEVING CHANGE behaviour

• SEE-HELP PEOPLE SEE
– Compelling,eye catching situations help others visualize 

change

• FEEL-SEEING SOMETHING NEW HITS THE 
EMOTIONS
– Visualizations reduce emotions that block change

• CHANGE-EMOTIONALLY CHARGED IDEAS CHANGE 
behaviour

John Kotter Heart of Change
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Creating ReadinessCreating Readiness

• Sponsorship /Strong Mandate
– (Senior level commitment)

• Resistance
– (overt or covert reluctance by stakeholders)

• Culture
– (How different are the beliefs and behaviours

than intellectual,emotional and physical)
• Implementation Plan

– ( approach to change)
John Kotter Heart of Change
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Human Side Of Change
Eight Steps For Successful Change

Human Side Of Change
Eight Steps For Successful Change

Step 1 - Increase Urgency
Step 2 - Build a Guiding Team
Step 3 - Get the Vision Right
Step 4 - Communicate for Buy in
Step 5 - Empower Action
Step 6 - Short Term Wins
Step 7 - Don’t Let up
Step 8 - Make Change Stick

Heart of Change  - Kotter/Cohen

Step 1 - Increase Urgency
Step 2 - Build a Guiding Team
Step 3 - Get the Vision Right
Step 4 - Communicate for Buy in
Step 5 - Empower Action
Step 6 - Short Term Wins
Step 7 - Don’t Let up
Step 8 - Make Change Stick

Heart of Change  - Kotter/Cohen
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Step 1 – Increase UrgencyStep 1 – Increase Urgency

• Show a compelling object of change 
people can see and feel
– Negative media, coroner’s inquests, 

funding pressures, government agenda
• Show evidence from outside the 

organization that demonstrates 
change required
– (client feedback, media scrutiny, 

inquest recommendations)
• Look for ways to reduce 

complacency
– (survival dependent on change))

Management at Speed of Change
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Step 2 - Build a Guiding TeamStep 2 - Build a Guiding Team

• Form a team that has capability 
(membership and capability) to 
guide the change

• Show enthusiasm and 
commitment

• Model trust and teamwork

• Listen Generously
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Step 3 - Get the Vision RightStep 3 - Get the Vision Right

• Sharing an inspired vision 
from “if only to “what if”

• A vision so clear and moving 
they can be written in a few 
words
– (‘service when ,where and how 

you want”)
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Step 4 - Communicate for Buy InStep 4 - Communicate for Buy In

• Communications simple 
and heartfelt

• Speak to people’s 
anxieties,confusion and 
distrust

•Understand what people are feeling

•Use different media to get your change 
message across
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Step 5 - Empower  ActionStep 5 - Empower  Action

• Profile individuals change 
experience (people like to hear 
success stories that they can 
replicate)

• Recognition and reward 
systems

• Feedback that helps make 
better decisions

• Retooling disempowering 
managers by giving them new 
jobs
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Step 6 – Create Short Term WinsStep 6 – Create Short Term Wins

• Early wins that come fast

• Wins that are visible as 
possible

• Wins that are meaningful 
to others

• Wins that show powerful 
players 
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Step 7 – Don’t Let UpStep 7 – Don’t Let Up

• Looking for ways to keep the 
urgency up

• Use new situation to launch 
next wave of change

• Always show them ……
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Step 8 – Make Change StickStep 8 – Make Change Stick

• It’s not over until changes take root

• Use  promotion to place people who 
reflect new culture

• Tell vivid stories  over and over about how 
the new organization works

• Continuity of behaviour and results of new 
culture
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Rollercoaster of ChangeRollercoaster of Change

ReattachmentExplorationDetachmentAttachment
Remember the 
past

Problem 
Solving

Look for new 
opportunities

Ambiguity
Uncertainty

Numbness
Disorientation

HopeAnxiety, rage, 
guilt, 
depression

Shock
Fight/Flight
Mourning

FuturePastImmediate

4
Reconstruct

3
Adjustment

2
Recoil

Turmoil

1
Impact

Energy
Level

Energy
Level
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Rollercoaster of ChangeRollercoaster of Change

EmployeesEmployees

ManagersManagers

LeadersLeaders

At the announcement of change, everyone is in a different placeAt the announcement of change, everyone is in a different place

Leaders/Managers are at Different PhasesLeaders/Managers are at Different Phases
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When a change is perceived as 
negative

Active

Time
Passive

Stability

Shock

Denial

Anger

Bargaining

Testing

Adjustment

Depression

Adapted from Kubler-Ross

Emotional 
Response

Session 4Session 4

Tools for Managing the Changing 
Child Welfare Environment
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Session 4:
Tools for Managing the Changing Child 

Welfare Environment

Session 4:
Tools for Managing the Changing Child 

Welfare Environment

What are the tools available for you 
the change leader ?

– Vision
– Management Philosophy
– Strategies
– People/Teams
– Measurement 
– Work Process Review
– Workload Measurement

– Project Management
– Feedback/Input/

Surveys
– Communicate
– Structure 
– Client Focus
– Information 

Systems/Technology
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Rosabeth Moss KantorRosabeth Moss Kantor

• “It would be hard to find an 
executive who doesn’t 
realize now that you must 
change because the 
marketplace is changing. 

• They often want change to 
mean following orders. 
“When we say change, you 
jump.”

• They don’t always 
understand what it takes in 
terms of the culture, the 
development of people, the 
need for multiple leaders. “
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Child Welfare
Management Philosophy

in Managing 
Transformation/Change

Child Welfare
Management Philosophy

in Managing 
Transformation/Change
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What do staff want?What do staff want?

List what is important to  staff 
undergoing change in child 
welfare

(See previous slide)
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What do you want?What do you want?

List what is important to 
HR in undergoing change in 
child welfare

157

What is important to HR in 
undergoing change at CAS?
What is important to HR in 
undergoing change at CAS?

• Information about the nature of 
the change & what it means for 
the organization

• How are roles & responsibilities 
going to change?

• Budget implications?
• FTE implications?
• Going out in the field with 

employees regarding how change 
if affecting them

• Getting information in advance
• Be involved in the change I.e. 

decisions around organizational 
structure results in fewer messes 
to clean up

• Know how the work is changing –
skill sets, workload, training

• Making sure we know & understand 
what we are talking about & impact 
on managers & staff

• Can advise senior staff about 
implications regarding change on 
staff, teams etc.

• HR be present to hear staff concerns
• Open & transparent
• Understanding our own capability & 

strengths, credibility with staff & 
leaders

• Having the resources capable of 
supporting the change so that other 
areas of HR don’t suffer (has a 
negative impact on employee well-
being)
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Who’s Listening -
Exercise

Who’s Listening -
Exercise
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Who’s Listening Who’s Listening 

• Why did most people not 
know the answer?

• What lessons from this 
activity can you apply to 
your team problem solving?
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Approaches to Change ManagementApproaches to Change Management

• Need to know when to 
use which of the 
following approaches
1. Coercive - People are compliant
2. Directive - People can be 

persuaded to accept change

3. Consultative - People will change
incrementally

4. Collaborative – People will 
change their behaviours through 
learning together
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1. Co-ercive Approach1. Co-ercive Approach

• Assumption - People are compliant
– People will do what they are told
– People will change because you tell 

them to change
• Elements

– Authority driven
– Threat of sanctions for non 

performance
– Fair but firm
– Directives must be clear & timely
– Non abrasive
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2. Directive2. Directive
• Assumption: People can be 

persuaded to accept change
– Based on the belief that there are 

predicatable behaviours in people 
& that they pay particular 
attention to own self interest

– People will change when they 
receive effective informative 
communication & when the 
incentives for change are 
sufficient

• Elements
– Persuasion
– Listening
– Communicating
– Offering Incentives
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3. Consultative Approach3. Consultative Approach

• Assumption – People will change 
incrementally
– People instinctively attempt to avoid 

disruption or loss through adaptation
– Although people resist change, they have the 

ability to adjust to new situations on an 
incremental basis

• Elements
– To make change permanent, abolish the 

previous existing establishment & create a 
new structure that people adapt to quickly

– Don’t let attachment prevent you from 
abandoning old ideas & pursuing new ideas

– Show people how what they already know & 
do relates to what they need to know & do in 
the future

– Staff will be less resistant to change if you 
make the transition as easy as possible
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4.Collaborative Approach4.Collaborative Approach

• Assumption - People will change 
their behaviours through learning
– Re-education – Unfreezing Past Beliefs 

& Receptivity to New 
Information/Viewpoints

– Need to work on values, beliefs, 
relationships & connections

– Problem solving model
• Element

– Self interests/survival
– Shared values & beliefs
– Participation
– Re-education (unfreeze self & 

receptive to change)
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The various change approaches differ

4

3

2

1

Collaborative

Consultative

Directive

Coercive

Decision
making

Plan Decide Sell and direct

Plan Decide Order to do it
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Factors affecting choice of change 
style

Factor Time People Degree Current Desired Human Financial Success
Available Resources of Change Style Style Cost Cost Embedding

Style Required Change

Collaborative long significant corporate less more low high high
transformation likely likely

Consultative modular
transformation

Directive incremental
adjustment

Coercive short few fine more less high low low
tuning likely likely
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What if an element is missing?
Compelling

Case
Compelling

Case = Change

= Confusion

= Inertia

= Diffusion

= Frustration

= Fatigue

= Crawl

= Doubt

Vision Strategy Resources Capability Motivation Feedback
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Brainstorming

• Use the principles of brainstorming -
individually, write down ideas
– Knowing that HR is on a journey of 

change:
– At what stage & for which levels in the 

organization would you would you use 
each of the change approaches:

1. Co-ercive
2. Directive
3. Consultative
4. Collaborative
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The Leading Change Approach

VisioningAwakening Re-Architecting

Effective Communication

Effective Performance Management

Effective Risk Management
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Purpose of Vision

To develop a framework for future 
HR directions in managing 
transformation in child welfare:
– where we are now?
– where do we want to go?
– identify gaps

171

Vision StatementVision Statement

• a short, value-laden 
declaration of what you 
want to be able to say 
about the 
organization/group at a 
certain point in time in 
the future
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Get the Vision RightGet the Vision Right

• A vision so clear and 
moving they can be 
written in a few words
– (‘service when ,where 

and how you 
want”Ontario Service 
Vision)
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Mission Statement

• defines what business the organization is in &
• for whom it is in business
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Power of Vision & Purpose

• know our vision & purpose
as HR Leaders

• commit to achieve our 
vision & child welfare 
mission &

• make the world a better 
place by living according to 
shared values
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Environmental Scan
What is changing?

– Government?
– Leadership
– Increased accountability
– Legislation
– Energy issues
– Globalization
– Results based management
– Financial restraints/limits
– Priorities
– Doing more with less
– Emphasis on youth
– Resources
– Outcome based
– Services must be sustainable

177

Environmental Scan

What is changing - Ministry?
• Child welfare transformation
• Allocation of funds
• New minister & deputy minister
• Policies, acts, legislation
• Shared services
• Creation of the Secretariat with field expertise & 

representation
• Directives re models of service
• Performance contracts in agencies
• Accountability
• Increasing operational control of CASs
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Environmental Scan

What is changing - External to Child 
Welfare?

• Increasing emphasis on work life balance
• Increasing client expectations
• Regionalization of health services
• Socio-economics
• Increased transparency in how government 

agencies operate
• Increased/earlier community participation
• Population diversity/make-up
• More accountability
• Gas prices
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Environmental Scan
What is changing – Inside Child Welfare?

– Transformation agenda
– MYRBP
– Demographics of our staff
– Number of staff increasing
– Service to clients (funding)
– Move from a authoritative to model of 

engagement
– Tools
– Nature of employees & skills
– Movement from protection to prevention
– Funding
– Demand/needs of staff are changing
– Workforce is less child welfare career focused
– Community based approached
– Technology
– Legislation
– Budget process
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Environmental Scan
What is changing – In HR

– Expectation of a move from transactional HR to 
strategic HR

– Labour market/access to skilled workers
– Legislative changes I.e. removal of mandatory 

retirement
– Needs of workers I.e. due to stresses
– Credentialism CHRP
– Increased complexity of HR issues
– Priorities/demands with fewer resources
– More use of outsourcing options by employers
– Increased expertise of HR practioners
– HR wants to be at the table
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VisionVision
Why does Child Welfare have Human Resource 

Leaders?
• Expertise
• To act as change agents
• Growth of agencies (size) has created demand for 

standards, consistencies etc.
• Keep abreast of law & trends
• To ensure employees are not forgotten in change 

processes
• To assist in the support of service provision
• Labour relations/manage the collective agreement
• Recruit & retain staff
• Promote good/positive employee relations
• Manage all HR functions
• Risk management/legislation compliance
• System is human services & labour force is huge
• Keep managers out of trouble
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Vision

Who are our 
customers/clients? 

or

Who do we serve?

183

Vision – HR Customers/Clients

Societies’ employees

Executive directors

Senior managers/supervisors

Children, families, parents in the community

Applicants

HR colleagues

Volunteers 
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Vision

• Who are the Sponsors of Human 
Resource Leaders?

– (Bodies or organizations who have a 
say in what the HR does?)

185

Vision - Sponsors

• Executive Directors
• Boards of Directors
• Senior Management Teams
• Ministry of Children & Youth 

Services
• Legislators
• HRDC
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Vision

• Who are the bodies that 
influence the work of the 
Human Resource Leaders?

187

Vision - Influences

• Public/Local communities 
• Unions 
• Professional bodies e.g. HRPAO
• Legislators
• Ministry of Labour
• OACAS
• Employment Standards
• Human Rights Commission
• HR in other CASs
• HR Inter-agency Committee
• Pay Equity Commission
• WSIB
• Community collaterals
• Benefit providers
• Insurance companies
• EAP
• OMERS/Pension Board
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Vision

How do 
customers/clients of the 
Human Resource Leaders 
want to be served & 
what service do they 
expect?

189

Vision - What Service Do Clients of 
Human Resource Leaders Want?

– Professionally

– Respectfully

– Timely manner

– Ethically

– Fairly

– Confidential

– With dignity forethought

– Relevant, informative advice/service

– Competently

– Integrity
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Vision

What are the Human Resource Sponsors’ 
expectations?

191

Vision – HR’s Sponsors’ Expectations

• Adhere to laws, regulations & 
legislations

• Ensure all systems within the 
organizations are integrated

• Pro-active approach
• Feedback on what is done
• Professional input
• Solutions/tools that are aligned with 

organizational goals/objectives
• Ensure good labour relations
• Manage risk
• Respect
• Compliance with vision, mission etc.
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HR Leaders’ Vision 2010

What is the vision for the 
Human Resource Leaders in 
child welfare?
– where we are now?
– where do we want to go by 

2010?
– identify gaps
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HR Leaders’ Mission StatementHR Leaders’ Mission Statement

• Brainstorm in groups

1. What is the vision for the 
Human Resource Leaders in 
child welfare?

• Create a Vision statement

2. What is the Mission of the 
Human Resource Leaders in 
child welfare?

Create a Mission statement
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Child Welfare HR Vision 2010Child Welfare HR Vision 2010
Human Resources will provide strategic, innovative 
solutions in partnership with all stakeholders for 
effective child welfare leadership in Ontario.

Human Resources Mission

Human Resource Services in Child Welfare provide 
consistent, proactive HR strategies to support all 
levels of staff in their delivery of services to children, 
youth and families.  

We are committed to a culture that ensures:
– Excellence
– Fairness & Respect
– Inclusivity & Diversity
– Confidentiality
– Integrity & Professionalism
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Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

• Have a Change agent or Change Team

– Know the characteristics for a good change 
agent/team
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Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

• Situational analysis
– Reason for change
– Suitable sponsor
– Informed commitment
– Top management credibility
– Ready access to expertise
– Small wins
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Characteristics of a change agentCharacteristics of a change agent

Question:
– List desirable & undesirable 

characteristics of a change agent for 
CCAS transformation

– Take a moment & jot them down 
privately

– Turn to your neighbour & share your list
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Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

Tools for Managing the Changing 
Organizational Environment

Desirable Characteristics of a Change Agent/Team
– Patience
– Persistance
– Belief in the process
– Willingness to give away credit

& recognition
– Reliability
– Sufficiently confident to admit

ignorance & ask for help

– Ability to convey 
enthusiasm

– Good listener
– Not easily intimidated
– Ability to maintain 

perspective
– Assessing the 

environment 
– Building interest & 

commitment
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Another Tool - TeamsAnother Tool - Teams

To build teams in following 
areas:
– Cohesiveness
– Climate
– Group work skills
– Shared Leadership
– Team Members’

Contributions

CCAS Tool:Online Team Fitness TestCCAS Tool:Online Team Fitness Test
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Principles of ChangePrinciples of Change

• Win employee commitment
• Listen, don’t preach
• Build commitment of the 

leadership sponsor group
• Make the change process a team 

effort
• Build partnerships
• Work with enthusiasts who will 

lead the way
• Don’t try to convert lost causes
• Strive for small early successes

• Make the most of these through 
recognition & publicity

• Ensure those who are affected 
by change are involved in 
planning their own journey

• Strive to be a role model
• Provide information to those 

who need it
• Listen & offer empathy
• Celebrate progress & make it 

fun!
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Change SeatsChange Seats

Gather your materials & 
move to another seat
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Change Compatibility 7.3Change Compatibility 7.3

• Who welcomed the idea 
I suggested?

• Who were indifferent?

• Who felt at least slight 
discomfort or objection?

• What does this brief 
activity illustrate?
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Change Compatibility 7.3Change Compatibility 7.3

• We each respond differently to 
change

• We quickly “settle in”

• Many of us really prefer the status 
quo

• Sometimes we accept large changes 
more readily than small ones

• We all respond differently to 
change
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Moving Forward

Identify alternative actions
– Many teams have tendency to 

jump from establishing results 
directly to implementation

– Time must be spent to 
brainstorm or we may miss 
the opportunity to be creative

– Time must be invested to 
identify alternative actions
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Tool - Project ManagementTool - Project Management

Why use Project Management?
– Project management provides structure, focus, 

flexibility & control in the pursuit of results
– It provides proven tools & techniques to help 

lead teams to reach objectives on time & with 
defined resources

– The fast pace of change requires a time 
sensitive, results-oriented approach to 
produce results within defined resources
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Moving ForwardMoving Forward

• Question to ask your senior management 
group
– What do we want in our transformation 

process?
– List “wishes” for each group:

• Senior management
• Supervisors
• Front-line
• Administrative staff
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Next StepsNext Steps

• Leading & communicating change

• Action planning
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Reflections on TodayReflections on Today


